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THE DUCHESS AND THE PUSSY CAT (BARB BRUSSEAU AND A LOANED STUFFED CAT) are caught reclining in leisure in a borrowed room in Streeter Hall. Barb was
crowned IK Duchess last Wednesday in a pageant held in Kennedy Auditorium, beginning a year as the female representative to the all-male organization.

New SUB Plans
Awa it Fina.I Say
Final action on the four year
old SUB program appears to be
imminent, as alternate proposals
for the proposed building were
chosen in a meeting yesterday.
The action was forced when architect Ken Brooks returned a
previously s ubmitted proposal and
added a few ideas of his own.
The final deci sion will be forwarded to Brooks with the order
to implement them into the plan.
When the plan is ready bids will
be let some time in December

Scientist Shows
Slides, Movie ·
With slides and a movie, James
Mavor, a member of the Woodward Oceanic Institute , provided
survey of his activities in the
Archeological excavations of Minoan culture in yesterday's excused convocation in Showalter
Auditorium.
· Movor said tha t the numerous
islands ar e filled with ruins of
Minoan Culture, dating back to
1500 B.C.
The island of Thera is of particular interest, he pointed out,
since it is believed to have been
the possible sight of an a ncie nt
city of great importance and because it is linked geographically
with the islands of Crete and
Minon, both known to have been
centers of ancient Helenistic culture.
Much of the island was destroyed, however, by natural volcanic processes, thus destroying
the city. Soundings in the ocean
now covering this area have
proven the existence of such
ruins, he s~id.
Presently, the excavations undertaken have been either ceased,
or are continuing on a small
scale due to complications of political nature.

according to John Danielson, college architect, and Dr. Wayne
Loomis, director of research and
developerpen t.
The de liberation on the a lternatives was forced when the architect's estimate came in $291,000
over his original estimate in a
unit cost take off completed in
August.
AS Treasurer Bob Van Schoorl
and Eastern President Emerson
Shuck agreed with the rest of the
group, (SUB Food Service Head
Mrs. Pat Morlan , new SUB Director Walt Zabel,
Danielson,
Loomis, Dean Daryl Hagie, and
AS President Mike Murphy) that
it would be feasible to go as high
as 52 per cent over ". . .without crippling the existing program."
It' was also the consensus of the
group that no further delay in
the project could be tolerated. "I
am tired of Brook's irascibility,"
said Murphy. "A true sense of
frustration has been created by
this situation."
Some of the a 1te rna ti ves that
Brooks suggested were elimi nating air conditioning in the kitche n area, and folding doors in the
large meeti ng room .
But the majority of the controversy has centered around what
tact should be taken on choosing the a lternatives, with the
maJor consideration being whether to sacrifice functional aspects
of the plan or degrading the artistic value of the structure.

Open Forum
All five Associated Students'
officers will be on the platform at 11:30 today in Bali
Lounge to kick-oi'f an ' 'Open
Forum" session.

Evans Tabs
Mrs. Wilson
Mrs. Frederick (Mary) Wilson
Jr., a graduate of Vassar College.
has been appointed a member of
Eastern's Board of Trustees by
Gov. Daniel J . Evans.
Mother of two daughters attending Scripps College in Claremont,
Calif., Mrs. Wilson joins Melvin
Voorhees,
Harvey
Erickson,
Thomas Meagher and L. G. Carmody on the Board. She wa s
named to the seat formerly held
by Mrs. Zelma Morrison.
Mrs. Morrison died la st week
after a le ngthy illness. She wa s
the immediate past Democratic
national commltteewoma n from
Washington a nd at one time serv·
ed on Eastern's staff .
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By BOB CUBBAGE
Copy Editor

The deci sion on the future of
Eastern's ROTC program , slated
for Friday's Board of Tru stees
meeting, will be postponed until
the Dec. 13 me~ti.ng at the request of Chairman Thomas Meagher.
Meagher, who will be out of
the country Friday, has asked
that action on the question of
changing to a voluntary progra m
be de layed one month in order
that he might be present a t the
meeting when the long controversy is fin a lly resolved .
Meagher also expressed the conce rn that the ROTC controversy
would reach the sa me impasse
that it encountered earlier in the
July board meeting if he was
not present when it comes before the boa rd.
In the July meeting Spokane
board member Harvey Erickson
failed to remove the ROTC

BLACK WEEK
DUE FEB. 11

-INSIDE•

Board's Decision On ROTC
Postponed Until Dec. 13

MRS. FREDERICK WILSON
Newest Board Member

~rs . Wilson is completing a
term on the Board of Child Cuidance Center in Spokane where
she resides. She was president
of the Junior League of Spokane
in 1958 and has served on the
board of the YWCA and Hutton
School PTA in Spokane .

Eastern's first black week
is in the early stages and is
tentatively scheduled Feb. 1114, says Mike Murphy, AS
president who is working with
Al Simms, president of the
Black Student Union on planning the event.
The week-long program on
the role of the black man in
America will be built around
a Feb. 11 address by Adam
Clayton Powell, ex-Harlem
congressman who was removed from his seat by his colleagues for alleged mismanagement of funds.

question from the table whe n i1e
lacked a second to his motion.
There are five members on the
Board of Trustees and the chairman, Meagher, votes in case of a
tied vote. In the July meeting
a quorum of three members
were present.
In the Nov . 15 meeting the
board will a lso elect a new
chairman. The chairmanship is
rotated annualy among the board
members .
This, of course , would free
Meagher from hi s non-voting status and would make him eligible
to use hi s vote in the Dec . 13
meeting. Meagher is said to be
in favor of voluntary ROTC.
Erickson a nd new board member, L. G. Carmody of Yakima,
that the
had recommended
ROTC que stion be brought up
in the Nov . 15 meeting after
they had attended the Oct. 18
open hearing on ROTC , said
J ohn Lothspeich, board secretary.
Both are expected to honor
Meagher's reques t and await the
December meeting.
The November meeting will be
held at 8 p.m. in the Camlin
Room of the Ridpath Hotel.
Vice-chairman Erickson will head
the meeting.
Also on the agenda is the
awarding of contracts on the s tart
of the first two phases of the
Creative Arts building . The bids
on the speech and music departments are in line with the
estimates and are expected to
be approved, Lothspe ich said .
The passage of Referendum
19 ha s also expedited the sta rt
of the construction work on the
Creative Arts building, Lothspeich
said.
A board member will a lso be
chosen to serve on t he boa rd ' s
Personnel Committee. The Perwi th
sonell Committee work
the employees of the college.
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VOtUN TA ,ty

Roadblock at the Board

-

-

If there is one war other than thC!
one in Vietnam which has disturbed
Eastern students for its prolonged and
its never-get-anything-done methods,
then it is .the war over a voluntary
ROTC.
And the comparisons between the
two wars are great.
Both wars have been fought for over
eight ·years, the good guys (proponents
for a voluntary ROTC) greatly outnumber the~r adversaries and both wars
should have been resolved by now, if
not for the tenacity of one man: North
Vietnam's Ho Chi Minh and Eastern's
Melvin Voorhees.
Voorhees is a Pasco member of the
Board··· of Trustees who· seems to be
against a voluntary program but hasn't
exactly came out and said it. But he has
repeatedly said he and the board needs
more information to clarify the ROTC
issue.
This seems somewhat asinine when
the president of the college, the president of the student body, the Undergraduate Council and the Academic
Senate have all concluded last spring
that ROTC should become voluntary.
Voorhees has succeeded in delaying
the decision for two reasons First, there are only five mem.bers on
the Board of Trustees including the

chairman who votes · in case of a tie.
Two members resigned last spring and
there were two vacant seats at the summer meeting, thus enabling Voorhees
to deadlock the proceedings by simply
not s~conding any motion favoring
ROTC.
And, secondly, when a new member
is introduced to the board, such as L. G.
CJrmody of Yakima, he is reluctant to
vote for or against such a controversy
at his first meeting. This is certainly understandable.
Voorhees should state explicitly his
beef against a voluntary ROTC and his
reasons for not having the program
right now in place of his tiresome calls
for clarification of the issue.
Thomas Meagher's request to have
the question postponed until the December meeting is certainly wise indeed. With Meagher out of town and
with Harvey Erickson's pro-voluntary
vote neutralized since he'll be acting as
chairman and_with a brand new member at the meeting, it is entirely likely
there could be a replay of the summer
meetings.
The December board meeting looks
bright and a voluntary program should
be endorsed there. Then all the board
members should be congratulated for
choosing th~ right course for Eastern.

Money Tree?
The A .S. Council did the student
body another job last Th~rsday when
they allotted over $1300 for the five
executive officers of the Associated
Students to attend the Associated Student Governments National Convention
in Washington, D. C., at the end of the
month.
The whole thing began when A.S.
President Mike Murphy requested $1,092.80 from the A.S. Finance Commit.tee for four of the executive officers to
make the journey east. Rick Allen, AVP,
and Barb Southwick, A.S. Secretary,
then moved to increase the amount to
$1391.00 so that all five of the executives cou ld go. All this was defeated
and the final committee recommenda-:tion was to send two of the officers
with the amount set at $546.40.
This was an intelligent decision but
then council got hold of it.
The counci l cha-Aged the whole thing
back to $139-1.00, and allowed Murphy
to pick the delegates to the convention.
Murphy th.en picked the five executive
officers.
This decision by the council should
go down in t~e annals of Eastern stu•
dent government as one of the worst
ever made. What could have come over

the representatives to blow all that
money when we have a critical situ•·
tion as far as needs in other areas??
The argument goes that this trip will
bring us a wealth of information from
those who attended and to this there is
only one thing to say. BULLI
Anyone who thinks that the campus
will benefit from this proposed trip is
nuts. The people who go will have an
experience they will never forget, but
all the findings and recommendations
of the convention will be available in
the minutes of the meeting and this will
do iust fine.
The only other thing that fhe people
cou'ld ·bring to us is their feelings about
the matters discussed, and is that worth
$1391.00?
The students should speak on this
matter. They should scream at their
council representatives. They should be
at the next council meeting and demand
that the decision ba changed. They
should picket the AS office until some
people start making sensible decisions
instead of carrying on irrational feuds
and being so damn petty.
Brains are made to be used. This decision demonstrates that some members
of council and of the A.S. exdcutive
have not· become aware of this fact.

.

AN EDITOR'S VIEW

Chance Deserved

Mrs. Mor.rison
Eastern lost a lo'?_g-time friend and
At one time Mrs. Morrison was a
aide last week when Mrs. Zelma Morri- member of Eastern's faculty before being named by Washington's Governor
son died after a lengthy illness.
Up until just a few months before her to the Board position. She was the imdeath, Mrs. Morrison had been an ac- mediate past Democratic national comtive member of Eastern's Board of mitteewoman from Washington and
Trustees and had played a prominent was well -respected in political circles.
role in Inland Empire's social and poMost students probably never had
the opportunity of meeting or seeing
litical scene.
Known for her sharp wit and intel- Mrs. Morrison. Those who didn't ever
lectual capacity, Mrs. Morrison was very come in contact with this kind and
instrumental in the designing phase of gentle lady need only look around
campus to see her fingerprints.
John F. Kennedy Memorial Library.

R
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By WILLIAM MORLIN
Editor

After every Presidential election,
everyone from Drew Pearson to the
editors of Mad magazine have some
comments about the campaign and
what they think the new administration
will do. This year (witness editorial
pages in Sunday's newspapers from
around the country) was no different.
Some written comment:
"Mr. Richard Milhous Nixon is not
the first American president who would
like to cast himself in a Churchillian
mold. He sees a certain historic parallel
in his own defeat and specatcular political recovery, but above all it is
Churchill's sense of defiance and his
magnanimity that appeal to Nixon
most.
" During the campaign M r. Nixon
proved to be a tough, demanding, selfreliant,
unsentimental,
hard-driving
man-in-charge. His aides, most of whom
will follow him to the White House, are
in fhelr lowly self-effacing, intelligent
but not scintillating way, efficient professionals who do not rely as much on
their instincts or the seat of the pants
as on all the modern techniques for
making friends and influencing people.
"One of his greatest problems will be
to establish rapport with t he blacks,
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more than 90 per cent of whom voted
for his rival. This problem is complicated by the fact that there exists no
influencial Negro leader today with
whom a rapport could be negotiated.
The best he can hope for is a truce until
he can provide a program.
Washington observer Joseph Kraft
wrote:
"Mr. Nixon starts off in the position
of President Johnson. He may be liked,
but he is certainly not well liked. He
has no natural affinity with large numben of ·Americans. And that means he
has to establish a bond by aligining
himself with the pre-established feelings of othe'r men on national issues.
" Under pressure in the last two
weeks of the campaign, Mr. N ixon cast
aspersions on the President's efforts to
make peace in Vietnam, allowed himsel f to be drawn into a fight with elements of the press, and then committed a last-minute telethon that established all his pre-packaged qualities.
". . . For openers, Mr. Nixon can
commit himself unambiguously to the
search for peace in Vietnam. He can
send an observer to the Paris peace
talks. He can go forward with his offer
to help the President bring the Saigon
government to the negotiating table.
"Beyond that, Mr. Nixon can take
seriously the words he said in the
course of the . campaign about 'coalition!' He can take into his administration the liberal Republicans, Including
the most eminent amon,9 them toward
whom he has seemed to feel a wholly
unwarranted sense of inferiority."
As Kraft, Brandon and a multitude of
other writers noted, Nixon has his work
cut out for him. His first goal must be
unifying the country.
Nixon is the one. Now Americans in
toto must back him and the promises
will be kept.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Any letter to the editor re•

celved by noon Fr~day preceedlng the Wednesday publlshlng day wlll be printed.
All letters must be signed,
double-spaced
type-writt•n,
and not be more than 250
words. All letters will be
printed H received with the
exception of paragraphing.

·Tom's Excuse
Editor:
.. Attached is
a copy of a letter I have delivered to President Shuck today
which is self-explanatory. I would
be most appreciative if you would
see that the letter is published
in the next issue of the Easterner in order that all concerned
may be aware that the decision
of the Board on the matter of a
voluntary ROTC program is not
being ignored or needlessly postponed.
Thank you very much.
Thomas F. Meagher
My Dear President Shuck:
I am concerned that the
troublesome and somewhat,
controversial question of placing the ROTC program on a
voluntary basis is scheduled
for action by our Board of
Trustees at the Hovember
meeting which is to be held
on November 15. My concern
is based on the fact that I
will be out of the country for
several weeks at that time
and I am very anxious to be
present when the matter comes before us for disposition.
If it can be arranged, and I
should think it could be, to
defer the matter U!!tit the December meeting which is to be
held on December 13, I would
appreciate it very much because I am making a special
effort to be back home in
time to attend the meeting
scheduled for that date.
Please do what you can.
Very truly yours,
Thomas F. Meagher, Chairman
Eastern Washington State College
Board of Trustees

'Can't Dance'
Dear Editor,
Due to circumstances within my
control, I decided to leave this
structured society for lack of anything better to do. There were
other things t,hat I could have
done, but then 'Can't dance'. So
off I went on my own thing, in
the thought that no one knew.
Well, little did I know that someone had blown the whole thing
and society had climbed a tree.
So I came back and was told
that I was very immature. I was
told to take a bath and go to bed
to solve my problems. I was overlooked in most conversations as
though I wasn't there. In other
words, 'Quit rockin' the boat'.
Lo and behold, when I awoke
Monday morning, I found out that
because · I thought for myself, I
was condemned ·by the Church.
Oh , let's hear it for the nonthinking sheep in our society. I
am still of the impression that if
I don ' t have thoughts that are a
little different, that I am stagnant.
Therefore, I submit my withdrawal from socity and all its
structures. Thanks for all the
things you have and haven' t given me. But what C!Juld do, you
can't think for yourself.
With hopes that you may improve,
Ginny Scarpelli

By RICK ALLEN
ActlvltlH Vice PrHldent

And next to be beheaded are the AS
officers. Yes, folks and fans, today at
11 :30 in Bali Lounge of the SUB, you
will have your chance to ask your Associated Student officers what the hel I
they're doing.
List Thursday some 200 people turn•
ed up in Bali to ask the same question.
to the editor of The Easterner, and it
turned into a real barnburnar. Today's
session could be even better.
The Committee for Peace in Vietnam
sponsored. last week's meeting, and got
a great turnout. As one member of
CPVN stated, "It's not that everyone
agrees with our views-it's just that we
advertise and publicize so that most
everyone knows what we're · doing."
Today's session is being sponsored
by the A.S. officers themselves. As one
officer put it, "The best way to get feedback is to put yourself on the firing
line." Another officer (guess who) answered, "Help!"

*

Piles From Miles

The Ad Hoc group was removed from Hargreaves because they
ignored procedures set down by
the student government. The issue was a legal one, not a ·political issue as some have tried
to suggest. If anyone over reacted, it was the reporters .and the
Ad Hoc group leader.
Certain procedures have been
set up to implement student
group activities and coordinate
meetings for the student benefit.
The signs put up by the group
at that time were unsigned and
unauthorized, Also a room . was
obtained without legal permission. The person responsible
could not be located until the
actual meeting time. The action taken at- that time was all
Dear Editor,
that could be done under the
Last year I did some writing
circumstances. Normally the
for the award-winning Easterner
groups are informed before the
and was glad to be a part of the
fact so that they can meet the
finest college weekly. in the
requirements.
Northwest. However, if more diliThe people involved in student
gence is not taken in preparation
government are there becal•se
of this year's paper, there is not
they are interested. Evidentchance for a repeat of last year's
ly, the Ad Hoc group is also.
award.
If they can contribute construcI specifically refer to the sports . tively to the student-faculty-adarticle by J. Newman Patowski
ministration discourse, then more
giving an account of the Wes- power to them. If they cannot,
tern-Eastern game. ·
then they are useless.
The final two paragraphs _were
·The ejection served the purrepeated. This tends to give the
pose for which it was intended,
reporter, the staf( and the print- that is, to make certain people
ers an unprofessional look.
aware of adopted procedures.
- I was a reporter for a weekly They later met these, the iss1:1e
paper and realize that often times is resolved. No further action rethis mistake is an oversight on quired.
the part of the printer and proofIt is unfortunate that the . rereader. However, this has been porters and cartoonists of this
evident in other issues, which tabloid do not take the time to
could lead people to believe that present all the facts fa irly.
the proofreader is not doing an
Miles Breneman
effective job.
A. S. Attorney General
The stats were a lso omitted
from the story. If they were
a va ilable, they could have taken
the space utilized by the repeated material. If they were not
ava ilable, I am at error since it
is my job to prepare them for
Dr. James S. Dolliver, Eastern's
publication on time .
These papers are saved and director of general academic serread over and over. Shouldn 't vices, will speak at a meeting of
the Cusick Elementary School Parthey be more accurate?
You know what they say: a ent-Teacher Association at 8 p.m.
Nov. LB.
penny saved saves nine so don 't
Dr. Dolliver's ta lk will be a
throw glass houses at birds in
feature of the Cusick American
bushes.
Dave Sutton Education Week observance.

Pr.o af Goof!

Dr. J. S. Dolliver
To Address PTA

..,

*

*

Eastern'• Business Club is another
group that usually gets good turnouts
through good publicity. Last year at
homecoming time, they sponsored •
mor•than-succeuful pig chase (approximately 500 turned out), and this year
they're out to top that.
For their upcoming mixer on Nove~ ber 23, the Business Club has so far:
a-received the OK for the use of Tawanka Commons, b-got the three winning go-go girls in last year's AutoBoat Speed Show in Spokane ... they'll
be in cages at the mixer; c- ordered
Playboy Club key and three subscriptions to Playboy to be given away as
door prizes; d-begun advertising in the
Focus and In The Easterner.
The club will probably lay out about
$350 counting the prizes, the band, the
use of Tawanka and advertising, but
because of good organization and some
darn hard workers, they'll probably
make $100 or more cle~r profit.

*

*
*
In case yo,u didn't know by now, by
now, your parents wil l be here this
weekend for Parents Weekend, sponsored by AMS-AWS. So far AMS-AWS
have worked out a process by which
betting with play money can take place,
have gotten tbree jazz bands to play
for the floor show, have organized
cigarette girls, have organized a babyn
sitting brigade, and have even ordered
some nickel nasty movies.
Parents have all received notices
from AMS-AWS concerning the weekend; now it's up to the college people
to get their parents out here.
The Johnny Carson and Joey Bishop
shows are coming to Eastern this Thursday-in the form of the Carey-Garfin
Four. The Four, who are now performing in the Spokane House, will be on
campus Jhursday, November 14, on
Bali Lounge at 7:00.
Besides the Carson and Bishop
shows, they've performed in Tahoe and
around the nation for the last three
years.

This one is free to all Eastern students
and faculty. If you want a seat you'd
better get there early.

MODEL BARBER SHOP
OPEN
IR TUESDAY THRU SATU RDA Y
, ...

-i
I

•

<

1

112 COLLEGE AVE.
'Irving Brooks - Robert Pell

FREE
RECORD
DEAL
CHENEY
NEWSTAND
420 1st Street
OPEN 8-10 SUN .•fRI.
8-6 SATURDAY

"Kubrick provides the viewer with the
closest equivalent to psychedelic experience
this side of ballucinogens I" -ll::azine "A fantastic movie about man's future I An
unprecedented psyche,delic roller coaster of
•
1"-Life
· k'5 4.'2001' .IS
an experience.
Magazine "K u br1c
the Ultimate trip l"-~~~l:~r" Science

NOW

PLAYING
SUN. THRU THURS., 8 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. AT 8:30 P.M.
MATINEES SAT. & SUN., 2 P.M.
ALL SEATS $2.00

'

S~T. MATINEE $1.50

NO RESERVED SEATING

'!
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Amen, Brothsr

Fire Ch.ief

Ray Says Racism
Violent, Subtle

Sets Rules

"Not sweet, but simple. " And
not sweet, but simple and
straight-forward was a speech
given by John Ray in Bali
Lounge Nov. 5 sponsored by the
Black Student Union .
Supported by shouts of ' 'Tell
it like it is!" and "Amen, Brother! '.' Ray launched into couRtless factors of what he felt to
be some of the manifestations
of racism both blatantly violent,
and subtlely destructive which
exist in all sections of the United
States.
' Why can't there be a cour e
taught in this sc hool about black
history?' ' Ray exclaimed. Based
on his own s tudy of history, he
deliniated some of the man y
achievements and contributions
of the black race which the educational system fails to recognize.
These innumerable incidents led
Ray to the subject of the black
power movement. "Black power,"
Ray said, "means a lot of dif-

.'

f erent things to me.'' Sometimes

it is equivalent to "green power" money."
The many things it did represent to him, Ray said he
could not say fully due to a
lack of time. Generally speaking,
the term does not connotate the
violent overthrow of the current
establishment, but is more a symbol for most young blacks to join
forces to break the shackles of
racism which have caused the
frustration and inability of black
America to be recognized as an
entity of greatness and value,
Ray said.
Accosted .by questions. some
friendly, and some not-so-friendly Ray emphasized that his
opinion were his own: that he
spoke as a " black man, not a
black leader.''
At the request of many, and
through the sponsorship of the
Black Student Union, Ray will
return to campus again to discuss
further the problem of racism.

Dorm decora lions and floats
are now required to be of nonflammable material by a formal
request made by the Cheney
Fire department.
Homecoming week-end brought
the requirement after two fires.
A pile of leaves next to. Louise
Anderson Hall and the car used
-in · the car smash were burned.
Fire Chief, Ben Hall said this
is second-degree arson. The person who started the fires will be
prosecuted to the fullest extent
of the law when apprehended.
Second:degree arson c~rries a
penitentiary sentence.
A person turning in false
alarms can also be prosecuted.
A maximum fine of $100 dollars
and-or 30 days in jail will be
levied, if the person is caught.

0'

Kenyon Drops All
Required Cou·rses

t

AN EMPTY AUDITORIUM AND A LONE STIPPER, Lau~a Holman,
await thel Parent's Weekend attendance this weaken. The theme for
the even~ is 11 Nevada Mardigras" and the odds are Laura will prove
herself a i"inner to the dads.

Dancing In Aisles

Concert Inspiring
Liked By Audience
By &,AURA JAMIESON
Staff Writer

Symphdnic music is appreciated
at Eastern as shown by the loud
applause and standing ovation
given the Indianapolis Symphony
Orchestrcj. last week.
Delight produced by feelings
of emotional freedom accompanied the first piece , "Festive Overture", bf Robert Washburn, a
music pr~fessor at the State University College at Potsdam, New
York. Such rhythmic vitality
could indpce imagine~ escape onto a plareau where all skipped
gaily by, unhampered by bonds
of woe.
"Prelu4e to 'The Afternoon of
a Faun' " by Claude Debussy,
and "Co,certo in A Minor" by
Robert S~humann were performed extre~ely well, particularly
the cello section in the slow
moveme~t of the latter piece.
"Preluqe" is a product of the
Impressionist movement that
reached its peak in France during the l~th century. Composers
Debussy ~nd Ravel collaborated
with paititers like Monet and
Manet.
In con~rast to the Romantics
who emp~oyed definite forms to
create, t~e Impressionists made
vague u* of form, preferring
the blur~ing of outlines. This
movemenf soon spread to England.
·
From iinting, Debus~y turned
to litera ure and the work of
the Sym olists, including Stephane Malltrme. Mallarme's brief
poem "T e Afternoon of a Faun"
inspired ebussy intd transform-

ing . into music the poet's "euphonic putting together of words."
In 1894, the "Prelude" was
finished .
Contained within this piece are
flute and oboe solos and the
use of a contrabassoon.
The first movement of "Symphony No. 6" by Serge Prokofiev, a Russial'I° ·composer, should
have been eliminated. Repetition
of the same austere sound proved extremely difficult to sit
through.
However the Finale, cheerful
in its presentation, created pictorial images of lhe Russian victory over Hitler's invading armies.
One could hear the rejoicing,
and the love of the native land
verbalized again and again.
This symphony, completed in
1947, was banned by the Central
Committee of the Communist
Party because it contained ''formalist and anti-Soviet practices''
within it.
Prokofiev was accused of having produced ·music alien to the
artistic tastes of· the Soviet people. Not until five years after his
death, with the de-Stalinization
policies of Nikita Khrushchev,
was Prokofiev officially vindicated and the 1948 artistically repressive decree condemned.
Perhaps the greatest source of
enjoyment was a piece not formally announced on the program,
entitled " Wedding Dance". Who
wasn't inspired to dance down
ttie aisles of Showalter at the
conclusion of this rhythmic ·piece,
and culturally inspiring concert?

GAMBIER. Ohio-( I. P. )-Kenyon
C0llege has adopted a curriculum in which there will be_no required courses whatsoever . Instead of the familiar sequence of
required general education and
survey courses, the Kenyon student will design a program suited
to his particular needs and interests.
Bruce Haywood, College provost.
notes, " The backgrounds and· interests of today' s students are so
diverse that no prescribea set of
courses will satisfy even the
majority. Our undergraduates
need guidance and assistance, but
not c:oercion. "
The new program is composed
of -three elements: guided electives, the student's major progra·m
and free electives.
The guided electives give the
Kenyon student a breadth of understanding of the arts and sciences . In conference .with his
faculty adviser, each student selects seven two-semester sequences from nine areas of study,
ranging from the fine arts to
the experimental sciences.
In establishing the areas of
study, the faculty approved abandoning of the traditional ranking
of English above a foreign language or of history above economics. It will now fall to the individual student and his adviser
to determine the· priority ·to be
given to the study of particular
discipli~es.
" In a culture as complex ~as ·
ours," Haywood comments, "we
can no longer insist on a paramount position in the undergraduate curriculum for certain subjects. For some students, knowledge of a European tongue may
be vital; for others the ' language' of mathematics may be' of
far greater significance ."
"No student can hope to encompass the range of man's. activities .as even a small college
proposes,'' the .Kenyon administrator notes.
" We must be sure that our
students have a sympathetic under~tanding of matters o·u tside
their area of concentration, but
we must also be sure that their
general · education 1s coherently
related to their work in their
major discipline. "
\
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The principle of liberal education -- bringing specialized knowledge and breadth of experience
into harmony -- is seen in the design of the student~ major program. Here, eight two-semester
course sequei:i~es are called for,
but the student may take no
more than six in his major departmf!nt. Two to four units will
be taken in as~ociated departments, ordinarily in subjects started in the program of guided e,ectives.
The third area is to encourage
students to investigate knowledge
which lies outside their immediate interest. The faculty has approved each individual ·taking ·up
to four semesters of free electives. Instead of letter grades,
the student will be scored either
"satisfactory" or "unsatisfactory.
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WE'RE PROUD
THAT WE

CAN HELP
You'll get fast service for financial assistance, when you need .
it most.

CHENEY BRANCH

~EATTLE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK
423 I ST. STREET
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T'1• Group That Played
At Homecoming "68"

3 SEXY GO-GO Girls (ThN S.xiHt)
"DOOR PRIZES"
Key To 'Play Boy" Club!
3 1-Yr. Subscriptions To Playboy!
1

Plus
Blinks For Girls Dorms!
AT
TAWANKA COMMONS, E.W.S.C~
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SAT. NOV. 23rd
9:00 • 1 :00
Donation

SCHOOL DRESS
$1.00 per10n
$1.75 couple
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. ~di_tors Participa te. In Forum

Editor William R. Morlin of The
Easterner came under rapid fire
criticism by irate students in a public forum held Thursday with Spokane Natural Editor ·Russ Nobbs in
Bali Lounge.

Among the frequently voiced
criticisms of the campus newspaper
were the selection of news to appear in print in The Easterner, the
lack of in-depth n·e ws coverage by
the reporters, and the failure to
challenge the authority of the administration.

Morlin stated at the start of the
debate-question session that The
Easterner exists "to serve the stu•
dents." With an audience of college
students, f acuity personnel, and
Cheney residents, the paper reports
primarily academic and social af.
fairs and events of national import•
ance linked to happenings on cam•
pus, Morlin said.
In the priority of importance of
published articles, he explained,
there are approximately 10 social
interest groups on campus and the
paper must report what news is the
most important to the student body
in general.
One unidentified student echoed
the sentiments of most people in
the audience by condemning The
Easterner for not providing any
thou_ght-provoking news items.
Walt Lindgren, former· head of
the CPVN, proposed the newspaper
direct its appeal to the responsive
and activating students on campus
instead of the indifferent multitude
as it now does. He said the paper
should stir up ideas and ·opinions
by focusing on vital campus issues.
What little controversy that has
been aired in the paper was student-origin~: Lindgren alleged.

vocate Stephanie Coontz and the
overplay in the same issue of the

1

Jerry Shackette, The Easterner
news editor, replied: "The Easterner had a certain space set aside for
the article due to deadline priorities
and the time element allowed him
iust to report the happening and
its significance.
O'Leary retaliated that Shackette
had utilized one quote and the rest
of the article constituted pure interpretative writing.
Morlin interjected that The Easterner is operated by students who
also must carry an academic load
and the staff lacks the sufficient
manpower to dig into the imp'lications of the event.

In order to enlarge the paper and
grant the coverage
which the stu.
dents demand, Morlin explained,,
the staff requires the support of the
student body in order to receive
the budget appropriation to publish
larger issues.
Students have neglected to show
vital interest in the newspaper in
the past and will have to participate
more actively in the. future if the
demands are to be met, he said.

,~,;~;c·

A PILE OF FREE "NAURALS" FAILED to shield The Easterner and to a lesser
degree the Natural, from the "Slings and Arrows of outrageous fort~ne" in ~n open
fofum last Thurs~~Y in Bali. Lounge. Eastern students vented pent-up emotions and a
wide range of. op1n1ons and ideas to the panel, consisting of left to right: Jerry Shackette, news editor of The Easterner, William Morlin, editor of The Easterner, Mark
-Burke, moct.rator, Tom Zepp, Natural reporter, Russ Nobs, editor of The Natural .
I
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Chevrolet Sports Shop
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(Freely translated from the French) " I am a man who drives
for sport ... for fun, you know? This is why I am telling you
about the brave new Chevrolet and it s Sports Shop.
"Only in the Chevrolet Sports Shop do you find cars
like the Camaro Z/ 28. Ah, the Z/ 28. Camaro with
302 VB, more mus(;:ular suspension and Hurst
shifter. Only Z/ 28 offers 4: wheel disc bra kes
like Corvette, also in the Sports Shop.
"You will find, too, t he Camaro SS,
Chevelle SS 396, Nova SS and .t he big
Impala SS 427.
"The Sports Shop. Part of the
Sports Department at your
Chevrolet dealer's.
"But of course."

To which Morlin replied, "Amen.
Amen."
Al Lofton, member of Eastern's
Black Student Union, deplored The
Easterner's reluctance to discuss national problems as they relate to
the campus. He said he couldn't
understand writing about an upcoming dance when the possibility
of a race war throughout the nation exists.
Lofton termed Merlin's insistence
on covering campus items a "misrepresentation of views".
At least one faculty member
concurred with the "dull" label that
was hung on The Easterner.
Dr. Thomas Chambers, sociology
instructor at Eastern, said, "The college new spap er sho1.>ld be the most
vital paper in the count ry . But I
look at The Eastern er as being an
excuse for me to del ay my lectu re
ten m inutes at the start of class .
Severa l students raised obj ections to the fa i lure to publish an
account o f the speech two w eeks
ago on campus by free speech ad-

IEXCEUENT HAIACU/1'5
320 Main, Che ney

I

'

Leadership Retreat.
Ad Hoc Grievance <lommittee
Head Vince O'Leary commented on
what he termed the inferior coverage of the Ad Hoc Committee meetings held on campus during Oc- .
tober and November. He said he
thought content was definitely
lacking in the article The Easterner
did publish .

Nobbs, the articulate, long-haired Natural ecUtOf', suggested that a
student who wished to see something in the paper that "might
tend to go against the grain" should
submit a well !written story as a
test case to see if it got printed.

MAIN STREET
BARBER SHOP

I

Putting you first, keeps us first.

I

Jean-Claude Killy, winner of three gold
medals in the 1968 Winter Olympics.

'69 Camara Z/2

See the Super Sports at your Chevrolet dealer's Sports Department now.
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Congratulations Accorded
By Eastern President
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Area Schools

Join In Plan

After four years of fru trated
efforts, the pre-nursi11g portion of a new cooperative program for baccalaureate nursing
~ducation will begin in July of
next year at four Spokane area
_ colleges a nd uni versities.
The program was originally
planned by a n inter-in stitutional
committee on nur ing education
formed early in 1967.
The members incl u~ed Mr .
Hilda Roberts , associate professor of nur ing at Washington
State
U ni ver ity,
chairman ;
Sister Katherine Gray , academic
dean at · Fort Wright College ;
Dr. Dana Harter, director of the
Divi sion of Science at Eastern
Wa hington State College , and Dr.
Alvi n Quall, director of graduate
students at Whitworth College.
Announcement of a joint agreement between the cooperating institutions came from the president of t he four institutions
involved.
The program, the fir t of it
kind in this country, ca ll.s for
each institution to admit
its
own students a nd to provide them
with the first two· year s of ba sic scie nce and arts courses.
The second two years of the
program will be spent at one
of the local Spokane hospital
or m edical institutions in actua l
nurse's training. After completion
uf the nursing program,
the
students would receive bachelors
degrees in nursing for the college
or university in which they were
enrolled .
The estimated total enrollment
of the center is 40 students in.
1969-70 and 96 students in 197071. Dr. Harter estimated that
16 of the 40 student s in th~
initial cla ss would be Eastern
students.
The proposed contract provides
that Ea ste rn would pay 25.51
perce nt of the cost of opera ting
the center in the 1968-69 fi sca l
year. The inte r-insti tutiona l nursing edu ca ti on committee a dopted
a te nta ive budget of $43,366 fo r
this year a nd Easte rn's ha re of
that, a t 25.51 pe r ce nt, is $11 063 .
Fu nds have bee n rese rved in the
1968-69 bud get to cover thi commitme nt.

President Emerson C. Shuck
publicly thanked all those who
took part in welcoming the
dignita ries a nd football tea m s
visiting Eastern du ring the fall
qua rter at the Nov . 5 m eeting
of the Administrative Forum .
" They seem ed incredulous tha t
thing went o moothly , a lmost
too smoothly," sa id Dr. Shuck.
' 'There were no riots, demons tralion or students tearing up the
idewa lks ."
The faculty feels the main reason for this is that Eastern students have too many school and
recreational activities to keep
them busy. There seems to be
little time for disorderly gathering~ and vandalism.
Comme ndation s a lso went out
to tho e student who went door
to door in uppo rt of the two
referendums that are o important to the proper functioning of
Eastern .
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Three Delegates
Attend Session

IN RESPONSE TO A PLAGUE OF STOLEN POSTERS, the KEWC
staff stationed "guards" at the remaining spots to insure their prop.
erty was kept safe. In actuality a publicity stunt for the station, t~e
above guard, Pat Kinney, would still ! ·? rve to scare off any potential
vandals.

-

Pre-registration

Numbers Racket Very Important
With pre-regis tration for winte r
qua rte r currently underway . Regis tra r Donald Manwn implore
stude nts to check a nd doublecheck the ir cour e sequence a nd
c lass section numbe r whe n they
copy them from one ca rd to another .
''These numbe rs mu t be ke pt
accura te because they a re the sole
means the compute r ha of dete r-

45 Hours Exempts
Johnny From Draft
By MIKE GREENWALT
Staff Writer

Co llege s tu de nt v rsus the dra ft
is a war that ha s bee n ra ging
m uc h longer tha n the present
Viet
am cri ·cs. Yea rly. thousa nds of p rsec utcd ma l s in the
Uni ted States see k re fug e a t their
fri end ly ne ig hborhood institution
of hig he r lea rning.
The ir co ntinu ed protec ti on. however . i contingent on one ba sic
factor : maintai ning a norma l
cla s s ta nd ing. which mea ns acquiri ng 45 credit ho ur~ over a. 12
m onth. fo ur q ua rte r per iod . If
that criterion is me t , the necessa r y grade po int average a nd
subsequent deferment will come
with it.
T he school' s regis trar is responsib le f'lr inform ing draft boa rds
of t he s tudents' class s tanding
a nd how long it took him to a ttain tha t s ta nding.
If a student drop s out of
school, the registrar's office remains mum until it b contacted
again by the board, usua lly the
following fall. This policy directly opposes the wishes of the
draft boards, but it is something
that all the sta te's sc hools have
agreed on, Manson said.
The student must inform hi s local dratt board of hi s ('Ollcgc

s ta nding by filling out a 109fo rm when h registe rs in th fa ll
and by reques ting a defe rment
fo rm from his loca l board .
Winter sports flourish in Australia,
whi ch has more square miles of snow
than Switzerland.

mining the exact class a student want , .. Man on exp lai ned.
Manson cautioned s tudents to
be folly aware of the mea ning of
auditing and repeating classes as
well as taking a cla ss under the
credit-no credit option.
" No credit al a ll is give n for
an a udi ted course ," ·aid Manson. ··students genera lly a udit a
cour se when they need to acquire the information the course
offers but they don 't need the
cred it and don' t want to risk
getting a bad grade ."
Credit-no credit option , which
overlooks F ' but records all passing g rade s , will , for the most
pa rt. outdate auditing , a lthough
it wi ll till be offere d , Man on
said .
Mark the repeat column when
taking a class for the second
time. That may seem obvious
but some students do fail to
acknowledge repeated courses,
said Man:;on.

Three de legates from Evergreen
Company, the Association of the
United States Army chapter for
ROTC students at Eastern , were
on hand a t th~ Shera ton-Park
Hotel for the association ' s 14th
a nnual meeting held Oct. 28-30.
Cadets Robert E. Alderson,
captain of Evergreen Company,
and Larry S. Carpenter, company first sergea nt, attended the
meeting with Maj . John V. Gallucc i, assistant professor of military cience.
This year's national meeting
featured conferences and Armyindustry exhibits that reflected
.the present and future readiness
of the Army in this country and
overseas. More than 6,000 persons attended the affair.
Principal peakers at the conference included the Honorable
tanley R . Resor , ecretary of
the Army; Ge n. William C. We tmore land , Army chie f of s taff:
Gen . Lyman L. Lemnitzer, supreme a llie d co mma nd er in E urope ; Gen. Charle H. Bonesteel,
U.S. a nd U.N.
com mander in
Korea , a nd Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor ( USA Ret. ), former Army
c hief of staff .

The need for a cale ndar of
activitie wa · brou~hl up _a~ t h
m eeting. The people m a dm1m stration are not always informed of
everything going on a round the
campus . This ca uses a problem
when a visitor wants t.o know
when and where a ~ertain activi ty is a nd there 1s no one
who can he lp him .
President Shuck also feels that
the offices on campus shut down
too completely on the weekends.
It would be a great a sset if the
offices were to remain open on
Saturdays, he said. This would
give those who find it difficult
to arrange an appointment during the week an opportunity to
do so on Saturday, Shuck said.
Following the exa mpl e of UCLA
the members of the Eastern faculty were aske d by Shuck to
keep s trict control over their budgets in order to procure the new
equipme nt that Eastern wants
and needs .
One suggestion was that t here
be a cut in non-essentia l areas
and in cases where expenditures
re ult in quanity a nd not quality.
There is no need to skimp in
the area of staff either , but there
is no need to add new taff
members for every ne w program.
Even with thi s in mind , Dean
George J. Kabat, dean of faculty ,
is looking for 35 new s taff mem bers to cover next yea r s' needs.

Student Traffic
Court Proposed
A proposa l to establish a Student Traffic Court was presented
by AS vice pre ident Gary Rentel
a t the Oct. 29 meeti ng of the
Judicial Committee.
"A student traffic court," Rentel said, "would serve not only as
an intermediary between the student and the Campus Traffic Office, but would also provide a
appeal for
much needed cour
the student who feels he has received a ticket unjus tly. Moreover, it would also be a check
on the campus policemen."
Citing a n example at another
college where such a court exists, " 500, out of 720 violations
were appea led" Rentel sa id .

LIVE MUSIC SIX NIGHTS A WEEK

EASTERN STUDENTS
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SU Committee Urges Denton Outlines
Coed Living Units· ~~~ a~~~e~~~
Lhc

AT FIRST DEMONSTHENES WAS DRIPPING all over the floor. Then
somebody fetched a pail and mop and an extra bucket for the abashed
Ancient Greek who once philosophized, 'Wherever you go, there you
are." (Rigged and photagraphed by Joe Oakley and John Allen.)

Program Expands
Curriculum Here
Th Department of G r adual
Studi es has e r a Led anoth r progr am in
the re lativ ely recen t
tr nd of
·u r-ri cu lu m expan ·ion
h r al Ea stern .
.. A ma ster· · d gr e in hi story
has b n formul ated a nd will in
all probability . oon b off r d
in the cata logue of g raduate
courses· ·. says Dr. Raymond ' P .
Whitfi eld . D an of Gradua te Studies.
Currently the only history program offered is a Ma ter of Hi story in Education--requiring the
supplementary courses in education and a year of teaching experie nce to qualify for the master's.
Th' new cours i s desi gned for
pr -doctorate stud nts and potential t a h r s working in the
n w comm unity <.:O il ge or·iented
t acher · program .
The pa rticularly strong areas of
the program is in Tudor and Stuart English his tory, and in precivil war American hL tory , though
all a reas are strong", s aid Dr.
Whitfie ld .
But before th program i s rnstilut •d il wi ll be ·ubjc ·l lo an
outside sc rnt rny by experts in
th field--as all n w program s.
Dr. lla lvor l elorn . dct1n ol th e

gr adual - school al Ca li fornia St ate
allege of Long Beac h. and Dr.
· eorge E. Knowles. hea d or th e
department of American Hi _·tor.v
at La nford . will xamine th proposed progr am and on ov . 18-19
will present their di s rtation to
the school .
This program is one more step
in the progress being made to
provide a curriculum at Eastern
which will serve interests other
than for those entering the teac hing field.

Pence Tabbed
Clarence Pence, Spokane Community College bursa r , and an
alumnus, has been r eappointed
to a three-year term on Ea tern's Community College Pane l.
Earl T. Norman , d an of students at Green River Comm unity College, Auburn , al so an
EW C alumnus, wa appointed
for a similar term .
Dr. Emerson C. Sh uck , Eastern president, said the panel
i s m ade up of seven members
from
ommuni ty colleges and
seven from the staff to assi t
the college in its
ommunity
coll ge program .

PALO AL TO. Calif .-: I. P . )-Coeducational li ving-lea rning units at
Stanford University should -be exmore freshmen
panded and
should be integrated with' uppeccla sm n in campus r esid nee·.
according to a r eport re leased
by th
ommittee on R sid nc
Polici s of I.he Study of Ed uca tion at Sta nford .
The repo r t favors a more balanced ratio or men and women
students and avs that movem nt
toward a univer sa l draw sy ·tern
·· : hould b encouraged.··
nd r
a draw system . individual stu dents pi ck their own r esidences
to th maximum possible ex tent.
Th re sidence pol.icies con1mittee r ecommends:
l. Iner asing campu · hou ·ing
for undergraduate
men to accommodate sophdmores and transfer stud ents:
2. Integrating fr,~shmen
and
upperclassmen in more living units and placing freshmen housing
close to upperclass units ;
3. Expa nding coeducational li ving-lea rning center · in similar
wa.v s:
4. Developing a broader range
of residence programs , including
both cooperative units and aca demic houses with more shc:1 rpl.
defin ed objectives than ,He now
available.
The report follows and extends
the trend set by the Associated
Students Housing Commission.
This is reflected in the expansion of coeducational living units
and the "de monstration hou ses"
program on campus la st fall.
The co mmittL\ r port ·3 ys t h
niver ·ity ··should ·1ctivc ly promote the idea I of residence ducation ·· throu gh publicity . adv ising c:1nd ·ounsc ling. and the crea tion of a va riety or att ractiv' a ltern atives on camp us.
With few excepti on ·. the 111v r i ty ··should r quir t hat i..il l
freshmen live on campus until
there i · r ea l opportunity for int lligent choice among various
living alternatives·· and mi ght encourage transf r stud nts to do
so as well. Once c1 ·tudenl ha
chosen a campus living unit.
·· ther e is r ason for the
ni ver ·it.v to requir . except in unusual circumstances. al l ast
thre'= quarter s· continuous residence.··
The report added, "we commend
and endorse the efforts being
made to create fully consistent
housing requirements for men and
women, with respect both to
reside nce obligation and residence
social rules . . . we encourage every
effort to free unive rsity living
groups from dependence on or
contro l by outside organizations,
including the offer of university
aid in achieving such independence."
" We believe, too that on enount r w ith fr e hm en. upperetas ·m n and oth er s in the niver sity will ben fit from th
freshn ss . th enthusiasm. and
the capa ·ity for chang g n r ally
characte ri stic of cnt ring students.
"Because we be lieve that the
resid ences are integral elements of
the learning environment at Stanford, it seems to us incumbent

on the University to continue to
make possible a nd to e ncoura ge the
eH'ectivc participation of faculty
in the reside nce progra m . But it
also is incumbent on students to
e ngage with their te ache r in
continuous exploration of m eans
that will e nhance a nd enliven the
qua lity of that participation.
··w xp cl that living groups
wi ll r ~ pond positively to opportuniti s for intell ~ ·tual and cu ltura l growth , parti cularly through
optional programs developed b.,

the living gro ups them· Iv s.
Strong student support for more
coeducational living units her is
di sclosed in a campus-wide survey. ondu cted by the K esidcncc
Fact Finding Cornmittee, the surve y showed two new experi m ental housing program s a pprov d by
the Boa rd of Trustees a re the
most popular choice of students.
These are 1) the demonstration
hou ses, which combin e .c oed ucational freshmen and upperclassmen, and have a co mmon academic theme, and 2) a coed ucational fres h,:nan dormitory I Banner Hall) , which likewise provides
a common social and dining area
for men and women students .
Summarizing the philusoph _
, . behind its r ecom111endc1 tions. th e
committee :a id : ·· w look t o th
r esid nc s to provide an opportunity for mor natural and per·onal r elationships for ever.v indi vidua l. with member or one·s
own ·ex as well as bet w •en m en
and wom en. and ther efore enco urage every r sidence to provide for som e form of mutual
participation of men and wom en
in ways that will in Tea ·e t' ri r·nJship. r ecognition of int llc: uual
and per sonal aspirations. anJ resp ct for indi vidual differenc ' S.

Residence Ha I ls Assoc ia lion w re
d scribed in an in tervi w recently
w ith H.oy Denton . t mporary
president of the orga ni zation .
The association, formed la st
spring, consists of two represe ntatives per hall with four executive
offices.
De s -ri bing RH A . Roy Denton
said. · ·solidifyin g com munica Lions
b 'tween admini strati on. stud nt:
and hou sing and coordinating acLivilie: without comp •Li ng with
them i s our goal"· .
.Knowing the ·· wh_
v · · behi nd adm1111 strati v d cisions . : uch as
housing. b fo r rt hits the papers
shoul d prov id hell r c1 nd mor e
info rmcl ti on to th dorm r si d nt.
l) nton said
A group ellon amo ng dorm s
to solv t heir i ndi vidua l dor m
pr oblem s. : uch as pulling in
;)ape r tow I di : pen · rs in dorm
bathroom s. is se n b.v Den ton
as an examp le of joint ellort
b n 1 fiti ng c.l ll.
On of lh · program s proposed
is c.J H ~id nee 11 ;.i ll committee
to ,htJve som e sa,· in hous ing
fac iliti es for rn ,HTtecJ st udent s.
Cl<.1 ril'ving the rnlc s <.1nd r eguldtiuns of th e ln firmc.., ., · regard ing
si ck excuses and medication will
<.1 lso be undertaken in the near
tutur ·. Denton sa id .

Dean Hagie Says Absent
Policy Must For Students
"Th e tr nd i s fo r fac ultv rn mbe rs not to keep attendance.~·
sa id Hagie. but a ··ce r ta in ac:a-

Dean Hagie ca nnot sec a time
in the near t'utu ne when there
would be an insti,utional policy
on absences a ltho"gh " the ad vantage ot" s uch a program would
be a consistency in the rule,"
Hagie said.
A student i s nev r
x ·u:ed
from making up \.\Ork mi ssed in
a class except by the instructor
of that class .·· Hagi e slated .
A s the m c1 tler stand s now. each
facu lty m ember i · re ·ponsibl c for
determining hi · own poli ·.v ··on
stud ent abs nces and for informing hi s students of t he d tail s
uf hi s poli c.v at the b ginning
or a ·h qua rt er .·· Da r. l H~gi ' .
dean of student said rece ntly .

dc mic respon sib rlit.v .. should b
maintain 'd bv the stud nt.
.'\t pr sent t he onl., depa rtm ent
""ith a r eq uirement of alt ndance
is H alth i..i nd Ph,·sical Education .

Manzo Named
Dr. Ralph D. Manzo, professor
of music and director of the
Symphonic Choir, has received an
invitation for the group to perform at the Music Edicators National Conference in Eugene ,
Ore ., March 20.
Eastern's choir, which will perform at the MENC, will be 76
voices selected from the 190
members of th e group , Dr. Manzo said.

LAST CHANCE TO
PLACE Y·OUR
ORDER FOR
'THE 68/69

KINNIKINICK
$6.00

AT PRE.. REGISTRATION
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Poly-Sci Sessions
For Prep Students
•

Politics '68 will be probed by members, Dr. Schuster and Prof.
21 high school students at in- Richard Schweitzer, cuf!rently on
quiry sessions to be held on leave, will lead the panel. They
will be joined by Al Simms, Cryscampus Nov. 15 and 16.
The students, from Pend Or- tal Stimpson and ken Brumble,
eille County, are chosen by their Eastern students.
The last meeting is Saturday
teachers on the basis of agressive
thinking and ability to understand afternoon ·which will be a chance
the challenges of political pro- for the students to see practical
blems. The students will meet politics in action, with prominent
for orientation and discussion ses- politicians speaking from the losions with faculty members of the cal area.
According to Dr. Schuster, anoPolitical Science Department and
college students in that area, said ther seminar of this type is planDr. Joseph Schuster, political ned for February.
science instructor.
Dr. Schuster is coordinator of
the academic area and Frank Amman serves as liaison between
the high schools and Eastern.
An opportunity to encounter and
match wits with other students on
current political trends in a colDue to a "critical need for
lege atmosphere is one goal of the moderately priced married student
program .
housing" the administration is conThe students will meet for ori- sidering the purchase of about
entation at 4 p.m. Friday and 50 mobile homes for use as
.will then receive statistics on married student living quarters,
the election. The group will share said Ed Melhuish, housing direcrooms with Eastern students in tor.
the various dorms.
"Ev~n with the present 36
Friday evening opens the first units', we had to turn down over
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS ARE presenting the music of the Carey-Garfin Four tomorrow night at
7 p.m. The performance is free to students and faculty. The Carey-Garfin Four have performed on the conference with Dr. Kenneth Hos- 40 requests for married student
som, head of the Social Sciences housing this year," he said.
late night shows of Johnny Carson and Joey Bishop/
Division, and Dr. Henry Kass. A " While we have been doing· all
panel forum is planned to dis- this building for the ·average stucuss state and lo~al government dent, · the· married · student· has,
between 7 and 9 p.m., Schuster untii'fiow, J)een ignored. ''
said.
The Capitol Budget (a future
Saturday
at
9
a.m.
faculty
construction plan ) has a $1,200;000
An experimental approach to sculpture, history, rhetoric and
While the program is designed
required "general education" other facets of life in this to make "geheral studies" as
a location for a married student apartment complex containcourses in English, history and " Golden Age of Greece" are liberating and as exciting as posing 50 units. The earliest the
humanities)s underway at East- studied in detail.
sible, Goodwin feels the plan
complex could be ready for use
ern with an initial enrollment
Winter quarter study will be is at least one means of atis 1971 or 1972, if the money
of 70 freshman students.
concentrated on the Negro in
tacking the main complaints
Ma
th
457
,
Probabiii
ty
Theory
becomes available. And the need
Dr. Donald F. Goodwin, assoc- America from 1914 to the pre- against higher education today,
and Mathematical Statistics, has for housing exists right now, exiate professor of English and co- sent, and spring quarter will be as seen by students.
ordinator of the program, said devoted to Revolutionary France.
These are, he said, irrelevancy been added to the winter quar- plained Melhuish.
The proposed plan, Melhuish,
the experiment is cal!ed " inteOnly a limited number of en- of the curriculum, faculty im- ter schedule at 2:40 p.m. on
grated teaching" or " IT."
tering freshmen were invited to competence and the students' Monday, Tuesday. \Vednesday , and said w.ould tentatively have the
school purchase 50, 12-by-55 moInstead of approaching world join the program , with invitations sense of alienation. Integrated Friday.
Prerequisite
for
the
course
is
bile
}Jomes tQ b~ placed on a site
history and the classics of litera- based on students' composite teaching, Goodwin feels, helps to
Math
252,
not
Math
353;
as
listed
that has been prepared for them.
ture and art as a vast " tradi- reading score as the determining answer these complaints.
in
the
catalogue.
The
homes being considered
tion" that must be " covered," factor, because of the large
'' By studying peoples closely,
Math
458,
the
continuation
of
the new _p rogram provides for amount of individual outside history comes alive and relevant
would cost about $285,000.
The site, perhaps near Woodstudents to study one short im- reading. Seventy students were ac- to today," he said. "Philosophy, Math 252, will be offered in the
spring.
ward
Field, must be spacious
portant period in one specific cepted on a voluntary basis.
for instance becomes relevant to
If
you
are
interested
in
this
enough to allow for playgrounds
culture --- but to study it in
Students are assigned to a history and so on. Actualiy , we
course, please · contact Dr. H.D. for th~ student's children. The
single instructor in groups of 35. are studying life, not history. "
considerable detail.
Sullivan in Science 167 in the cost of, preparing a "good lookEnglish composition is not All 70 meet together once a week
"By using professors individualing" site will be about $87,000.
taught as a separate course, but for a program such as ·a film, ly at what they do best --- lec- near future.
students are given individual panel or formal lecture , designed ture, write, lead discussions --guidance if they demonstrate the to introduce a topic. · Ih ot~er, . faculty not only seem more comneed.
days, students meet with instruc- petent, they actually are,'' he
In the first quarter, 31 years tors in smaller groups or even said.
of ancient Greek culture, from individually .
" If we are a community of
460 to 429 B.C., is being exa minStudents receive 14 hours of scholars, as professors and stued, Goodwin said. The drama , credit each quarter.
dents are supposed to be,"
This cooperative teac)ling is not Goodwin said, "we should allow
necessarily "team" teaching, students to observe professors in
Goodwin said ... In fact, other the very process of furthering
members of the -faculty, authori- learning. Professors should not
ties in various fields and resource represent themselves as infallible.
persons in the community pre- In 'IT' professors ,a nd students
Parking problems on campus are sent guest lectures.
encounte r new materi~l together."
getting worse, according to Cheney
Chief of Police, G. P. Berg.
Tickets have ranged from two
d9llars for illegal parking to five
,follars plus tow charges for im·pounding a car parked in a safety zone.
Illegal parking consists of being in crosswalks, too close to
comers, or having any part of
a vehicle in the yellow. Safety
zones include private driveways
and fire hydrants.
The ticket sta tes the court and
date for a court appearance if it
is not paid . Five days of grace
Enjoy
the convenience of fast, friendly driveis then given and the two dollar
in window service and lots of roomy parking
ticket increases to four dollars.
Berg said that if the ticket is
at our new modern building - corner of
1~norea, a warrant is issued for
Highway 11 and M arshal l Road .
the registt::n~o owner of the vehicle and the ticket is then eight
dollars.
Campus parking rules remain
in effect 300 feet from property
owned by Eastern Washington
M111ber
State College. Berg said that the
pa,rking problems stem from "37
per cent of the commuters tha t
don't allow enough time to find
legal parking."

Mobile Home

Purchase Eved

Eastern Teaching Experiment Underway

Winter Math
Course Added .

------CALL~
· -------~

Ticket Rise
For Parking

I

.._RECORDED EVENTS__..

DRIVE-IN
BANKING

fARfflBRSlfflBRCHADTS

FDIC&
federal leaene
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Humboldt Dean Here Today
For First Two·Talks On Drugs
Charles Bush, assistant dean of
students at Humboldt State College , will conduct the first two
of three scheduled talks in Bali
Lounge today at 12 :40 and 8:00
p.m.
The educator will draw on his
personal and professional experience of the drug scene, the
growing number of students participating in transcendental meditation and in the general area of
student needs to deliver his message.

Bush will make a return appearance Nov. 20.
Bush was appointed last year
by the Chancellor of the State
Colleges of Californ ia to the California State College Commission
on Drug Use in California. While ·
serving on this commission, Bush
did extensive · research and his
findi ngs were a significant contribution to the understa nding of
the legal matters involved.

THE EASTERNER ASKED THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT FOR ALL their abased player~ in the band far
an upcoming party and received those pictured above. Unfortunately they weren't the ones that were
asked for but it should be noted that these accomplished bass players will be performing in a Nov. 18
concert at Eastern.

D-isillusionment Of System Explained
By JAMES K. PETERSHICK
St•ff Writer

from their apathy a nd join what
might be called the " Student
Other examples of how the gov- Movement, '' she opened the floor
ernment is hypocritkal , and con- for ques tions.
dones the exploitation of fellow
The response of the audience
humanity is Santa Domingo, and was immediate and led not only
Viet Nam. She deliniated them to questions, but to pockets of
as examples of governmental val~ people discussing their own points
of view aft~r the hour was over.
ues that must be reformed.
Those who also felt their own If nothing else, the young womdisillusionment might "do their an's speech stimulated into conown thing" to reform the · evils sciousness the deeper questions
of society in all aspects, she which every man feels and asks
said. With a final importuning of himself, but rarely discusses
for those interested to awaken with s trangers.
premeditatedly, lies to us every
day."

Beginning with the statement
that, "students don' t make a
revolution," Stephanie Goontz
touched off one of the more
stimulating Coffee Corners this
quarter. Speaking to a large
crowd in Bali Lounge on the
subject,
"Student
Movement
From Reform to Revolution," the
24-year-old activist sketched the
incidents whicp awakened and
led her to disillusionment with
modern society in the United
States.
Involved in the Free Speech
movement at the University of
California at Berkeley, her experience with the University's administration led her to the conclusion that to "change one evil,
you must change all evils."
This awakened idealism led her ,.,,.
to participate in the Civil Rights .
activities in the South in the '60s,
where she learned that race
rijlations are npt inbred, subtle
feelings of mutual distaste, but
deep-seated hatred which has led
to· "war-total war" between the
races.
Her activities in the South led
to ,her being not only incarcerated at times, but also "beaten up"
which, along with other factors,
eventually led her to embark on
a life of student activism, dedicated to help eliminate what she
termed the "distorted values" of
modern society in the U.S.
"The credibility gap," she said
as one exainple, "is simply a
nice name given to the fact that
our government, consciously, and
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Currently, he is a s pecial consultant to a California Legislative
committee on drug abuse throughout the state of California.

At Humboldt State College, as
well as being the assistant dean
of students Bush is the Director
of the Action Center for Student
Needs. This center has a student
board of directors and is structured to meet the various needs
of students as they arise, whether
the ·needs be on campus or off.
With some of the counseling
. staff at Humboldt State, Bush has
formed a non-profit foundation,
the Educational Counseling Institute. This institute functions
year round and is specifically
structured to reach students who
come from the educationally~
•

.,

,. ·,

.,,, ,,

•

•

•

•

socially and economically ' 'deprived' ' segments of life .
Bush did his undergraduate
work at Willamette U. He holds
a M.A. from the U. of Hawaii
and is presently at work on his
doctoral dissertation in the department of philosophy there.

RobertAshby
Guest Soloist
NextMonday
Eastern's orchestra , conducted
by Dr. Wenda! Jones, will present a concert next Monday at
8: 15. in Showalter Auditorium .
Featured will be Franz Schubert's " Rosamunde Overture"
and Joseph Haydn 's ~' Symphony
101". First performed at the Haymarket Theater in England ,
"Symphony 101" was by-named
"The Clock " due to the ' ticktock " accompaniment of the second movement.
Robert Ashby, a faculty memher and principal cellist with
the Spokane Sy~phony, will be
the guest so loist.

Dr. Jones and the sixty-five
member orchestra will conclude
the program with the " Hary
Janos Suite" by Zoltan Kodaly,
an Hungarian composer. This
work tells of the adventures of
a national hero in Hungarian
folklore.
Traditional folk-belief states that
when a member of the listening audience sneezes bdore a
story-teller relates his tale, then
the story is true.

--~--JIIMallft)W
I

I'.(..•

Bids Received
F~r Building
Apparent low bids totaling
$1,656,898 were received by Eastern for construction of music
and speech buildings.
The two buildings, part of a
planned creative arts complex,
were authorized by Referendum
15 approved by Washington State
voters in 1966.
Apparent low bidder for general construction was Gus J . Bouton
Construction Co., with an offer
of $1,,094,000. Senna Service, Inc.,
were apparent low bidders on
mechanical construction with an
offer of $430,000. Crampton Electric, Inc., were apparent low bidders at $132,989 for electrical construction. All are Spokane firms.
The Board of Trustees will consider the bids at its Nov. 15
meeting in Spokane.

TKE
CAREYGARFIN
FOUR

JOHNNY CARSON

I

JOEY BISHOP

I

SHOWS

THURSDAY ... BALI LOUNGE
NOV. 14 ... 7:00
COME EARLY IF YOU WANT A SEAT
. . "')
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Second Win
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.

Section.

Second Time Over
By BILL CARTER
-

Team Bags

Sport\ Editor

What begins as a true statement sometimes becomes
highly falsified through interpretation and rumor. This
corner was informed that the Associated Students Treasurer, ·Bob Van Schoorl, had stated that the swimming
team and both gymnastics teams (men and women)
would be unable to go to nationals this year because the
AS would not appropriate funds for any post season trav-

el.

Eastern'·s rifle team claimed
its second win of the season in
as many meets Saturday, topping 13 other teams in the University of Washington's Invitational shoot.
Eastern's number one team,
consisting of Jim Zimmerman,
Rick Hamrick, Bob Wood and
Rich Cornwall, fired a team
total of 4353 to defeat UW's
army team by 30 points.
Cornwall tied for second place
in individual standings with an
aggregate score of 1095. Washington's Bob Backstrom, an All-American shooter last year, hit a
near-world record of 1143.
Eastern s number two squad
finished fourth with a score of
4184 and the third team placed
seventh with 4038.
The number one team benefited from great consistency a s
well as accuracy. All four members shot 1081 or better.
Elaine Rains, the Savages only
feminine competitor in her first
inter-collegiate competition, did
sensationally well in her first two
positions but faltered to a 248 in
the standing segment.
After firing opening 394s and
358s to place among the top
competitors, a crowd gathered ·
around the lovely lass to see if
she could maintain the pace. The
grind of the three hour match

The situation called for an immediate emotional
blast and impeachment, but LOGIC PREVAILED. A short
chat with Van Schoorl cleared the air for editorial comment of a different nature.
The cited comments by the AS treasurer were made
during council and only stated the obvious fact that circumstances won't require as much money for post season
travel as was appropriated
last year and not that there
would be no post season
travel.
took its toll though.
the rifle team hosts
Van Schoorl was an theSaturday,
second conference match of
athlete himself until other the season.
responsibilities necessitated the elimination of some
activities. So, swimming
had to be dropped, but he
.
.
did not lose his sports- . Stud_ymg
differ~n! types of art,
mindedness.
mc_lud1~g surreahs~1c art, an~ ~e-

Orchesis To
Have Classes

He believes that if the
athletes have a chance to
take part in national competition (which will benefit
not only the athletes but
also the name of the
RIC HUTTERLY
school) they should ~e. alNo Depth
lowed to go. The ehm1nation of such programs would be a serious detriment to the
school.

latmg it to da~ce is one activity
of the Orche~1s club of modern
d~~ce, a~c.ordmg to Lynette Torns1 , pubhc1ty s~cretary.
.
· The club will pr~sent films ,
lectures and special classes
throughout the Spokan~ area ~~
well as on campus, Miss Torns1
said.
.
. .
The requirem~nts to J?m the
c~u_b are very strmg~nt, M~ss_Torns1 stat~d. The apphcant 1s J~dgThe A~ may be short of money because of the bond- ed heavily _on the solo routine,
ing on the new SUB, but one thing for sure, the AS treas- danc~ techmques ~nd rhythm. Apurer isn't going to quell post season sports travel. Wheth- proximately 15 girls have been
admitted to the club to date.
er or not money is appropriated will depend upon the
This year' s officers include Karpresentation made to Finance Council, which Van Schoorl en Eddy, president; Linda Kesl,
chairs (but does not vote.)
vice president; Janet Wingfield,
Bob was, after all, referring to the fact that neither secretary-treasurer; and Jamie
football nor cross country is likely to request or receive· Svendsen, historian.
New initiates of the club inany money for post season travel.
elude Terri Eli, Celine Hockersmith and Mary Pete.

Talent, No Depth

Ric Hutterly, swim coach, complains because he lacks
depth on the swim team. With such talent as Eastern has,
this seems to point to a problem, somewhere.
Eastern placed in the nationals last year with Robin
O'Donnell competing in three eve11ts. O'Donnell was going great guns all year. With such a competitor as this
and others on the team, why couldn't the Savages draw
enough talent to fill in the other available positions?
The problem stems from inadequate recruiting, lack
of publicity and possible student opinion.
First, Eastern does not provide enough money to
e nable the offering of scholarships to lure those who
would compete in minor sports such as swimming.
Secondly, the Savages swimming team has not had
enough publicity off-campus so as to enable interested
swimmers to become aware of the fad that Eastern does,
indeed, offer a quality swimming. program with the
chance for national competition. This stems in part from
the fact that this institution does not have a publicity man
who concentrates entriely on the field of sports. Western
does a much better job of publicizing sports events.

Thirdly, there are some stude nts on this campus who
are q ualif ied (tale nt-wise) to compete in swimming, but
the general run of colle ge students doesn't put enough
emphas is on swimm ing to · cha nne l the m into the program.
Swi mming is used mere ly as an exa mple .. Othe r
minor sports have encountered the same p roble m.

X-Country To
Whit Runners
Whitworth handily won the Evergreen All- Confere nee Cross
Country Meet last Saturday in
Spokane as the Pirates had five
men finish in the first seven
places.
.
Eastern, with a score of 76,
had to settle for third place· behind Central, which accumulated
54 points, and Whitworth's low
winning score of 19. Western finished fourth with a score of 91.
J erry Tighe of Whitworth won
the event, covering th e 4.9 mile
course in 24 : 17.
Bar ry J ahn was the only Eastern runner to finish in the top
ten. J a hn was ninth.
J im Cartmell of the Savages
finished · 12th, while teamma tes
Dana Blankenship and Don Weitz
finished 15th and 19th respectively.
E v-Co tea ms still have one
more week of regional competition in the NAIA District Meet
next week in Walla Walla. The
top runners earn a ·berth in the
Nationals set for November 23 at
Oklahoma City.

TWO UNIDENTIFIED Central defenders became entangled with an
Eastern receiver in a vain attempt to intercept an Eastern pass. The
ball is seen slipping· through the arms of the Wlldca~s defender. Central defeated the Savages 1().().

Bengals F... nally w·.. n
Intramural League
II

It took two hard fought battles
but the off- campus Bengals finally captured the Intramural
Touch Football Championship
yesterday by edging the off-campus Trojans, 14-0, after the first
title game ended in a no- score
deadlock.
The first game (last Thursday)

Tourney Set
For B•· 11.·a rds'
The annual Association of College Unions-International campus
billiard tournament will begin
Monday, Nov. 25, with the f!rst
place winner advancing to the
regional competition at a date
and place which has not yet been
named.
,
The tournament, which will be
conducted from noon until ten
o' clock each night until a winner
has been determined , will be
open to all undergraduate and
graduates with amateur standings.
Competitors must be signed up
by Nov. 22. Potential contenders
must submit their name and the
time they will be available to
compete to either the recreation
room of the SUB or the bulletin
board in the SUB.
Awards will be presented to the
top three finishers and rules are
available in Walt Zabel's office
downstairs in the Student Union
Building.

II

was an amazing display of evenly matched, fiercely competitive
teams. Both the Bengals and
Trojans came up with remarkable
defensive · play, as neigher team
cou~d manage to ~rodu~e a score
durmg the regulation time or the
extended overtime period. Ttie
game finally had to be called because of darkness, forcing yesterday's title- deciding rematch.
Both these top two teams were
viembers of the American League,
which was unquestionably the
most powerful of the three leagues. The Bengals finished ahead
of the second place Trojans in
the standings but both swept
through last week's playoffs undefeated, turning back the top
contenders from the other two
leagues and earning them the
right to meet each other for
the championship.
The two top teams in the National League making the playoffs were Fourth-Floor Pearce
and the · Married Student Court,
nicknamed the Nagged.
In the Continental League it
was the off- campus Cowboys
and the off- campus Jerks who
ruled supreme.
Over all, it was a very successful intramural progam, according t o Howard Uibel , director
of intramurals. Uibel wanted to
especially thank Jim Chubb, and
all those who worked as officials
under him, for their expert work
throughout the season.·

MADDUX
CLEANERS & TAILORS
~~

THE CLEANERS WITH
\A HEART/
WE CLEAN YOUR
CLOTHES WITH LOVING CARE

/

_
Loggers Next;
Losses Mount
When a team is expected to easily capture its own . conference
title and possibly go undefeated
for the season, a 4-4 record can
be v~ry demoralizing.
Eastern's 10-0 loss Saturday to
Evergreen Conference champion
Central put the Sayages in just
such an unenviable position. Coach
Brent Wooten's major problem
will be providing proper motivation for his team in its final two
games; more precisely, to get
them "up" for this Saturday's
Woodward Stadium clash with
Puget Sound.
'
Wooten recognizes the problem
and hopes the satisfaction of finishing with a decent season record will be incentive enough for
bis charges.
''They can either iie down and
play dead or go out and do a
great job," said Wooten. "It's up
to them.''
Against Puget Sound the Savages may be pitted with their toughest foe yet. The Loggers boast
a 5-2 season record, including an
impressive win 'over Central (376). Passing is the Loggers forte,
as their two quarterbacks, Bob
Botley and Bob Cason, had
thrown for over 1100 yards worth
of passes and 12 toughdowns before last Saturday's game.
Junior split end Dan Thurston
has accounted for 749 of those
yards and eight of the touchdowns.
His 43 grabs rank him first among
Pacific Northwest small college
players in that category. Ea~tern's
Dave Svendsen is second with 37
after Saturday's loss.
Central benefited from a sterling defensive effort Saturday at
Cheney to preserve their perfect,
league record with a .10-0 upending of Eastern.
The stingy Wildcat defense allowed Eastern to penetrate as
far as the 38 only once during
the game.
Dave Svendsen fumbled away
that first quarter opportunity, and
the Savages spent the rest of the
afternoon trying to keep Central
away from their endzone.
It took Central only two and a
half minutes after the opening
kickoff to get on the scoreboard.
Tom Half moon rooted the ball
short to Central's 20, and Ron
Hoiness returned it to his own
40.

On the Wildcat's first play form
scrimmage quarterback" Harvey
Kichel flipped a 30 yard pass
down the sidelines to end Howard Hosley.
Greg Smith picked up three

yards to the 27 before Kochel
again fired to Hosley, this time
in the endzone. Eastern's Carl
Jones broke up the play but was
called for interference in the process. The penalty set the Wildcats up on the 15, but Ed Fisher
nailed Smith for a seven yard loss
on third down and seven. Steve
Daily split the uprights ~from the
28 for a 3-0 Central lead.
Central-threatened once more
in the half at the start of the
second quarter. With a third and
ten from Eastern's 26, Kichel's
pass to Hosley in the endzone
was batted away by Jim North~ott. Daily's 43 yard field goal
try hit the crossbar and bounced
off.
A break at the start of the
third quarter ·g ave the Wildcats
. '
their only touchdown.
Eastern's Jones took the kickoff
to his own 26, and on the first
play from scrimmage fullback
Steve Wilson fumbled at the 32,
Central recovering.
Hoiness rammed twice to the 21
and a first down. Eastern's Paul
Horak pinned Smith for , a two
yard loss and a clipping penalty
moved the ball back to the 32.
From there Kochel hit Mike
Reynolds for 13 yards, and on
third and eight from the 19 Reynolds slipped free again and Kochel flipped it in for the 10-0
lead.
.On the play, Reynolds trailed
Hosley by 15 yards down the right
sideline, and with the defenders
flocking to the ever-dangerous
Hosley he had little trouble getting loose. The 'Cats utilized the
same play for extensive gains
throughout the game.
.
Meanwhile, the Central defense,

led by Bruce Kirry and Mic~ey
Dire in the line and Barry Rowe
and Al McNight backing them
up, throttled the Savages at every
turn.
Eastern was outgained in total
yardage, 220-111, and managed
only 42 of those yards on the
ground. The first down count
favored the 'Cats, 11-7, but the
big difference here was that the
Savages rarely managed more
than orie in a row.
As in most of their games this
season, Eastern did lead in one
department-injuries.
Robin Rexius reinjured his right
ankle on the last play of · the
first half and didn't return to action. End, Jim Kingman, a defensive stalwart all afternoon,
limped to the sidelines at the start
of the fourth quarter.

Eastern ·Undefeated
In Net Tournament
squads the most trouble as both
took the maximum three games
to defeat their respective competitors from the Palouse.
In Pine League action, Eastern' s A-squad bounce.d back from
two earlier losses with three big
victories which placed them in
a three-way tie for first place in
the division. Playoffs were held
last night after press time.
8 -squad continued their string,
going undefeated in league play
and bringing home the plaque
for first place.
Miss Virginia Asan, teams coach,
.described the A;squad as an
improved and highly spirited
group that made a super all-out
effort and looked like a new
team as they bounced Gonzaga,
SCC and Whitworth.
Eastern dominated the All-Star
team, placing three of six players on that team. All-star troph-

ies were given to Linda Fry,
Judy Klein and Eileen Mathews.
Judy also won the inspiratio'nal
trophy for A-squad action. Judy
Allan was t~e B-squad listee for
the award.
Eastern's A and B women's
volleyball teams displayed teamwork and joint effort as both finished the Northwest College Women's Extramural Association's
annual volleyball tournament undefeated last weekend.
Included in the A-division of
the tournament were such highlycompetitive teams as -Washington
State, University of Montana, Eastern Oregon State College, Whitworth, Gonzaga, Central and Eastern.
B-division included Spokane
Community College, the University of ld'aho, Washington State,
Gonzaga, Whitworth and Eastern.
WSU handed
the
Eastern
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AND EASTERN WAS LOSING ... Bundled against the cold and dampness these steadfast hooters refused to diminish · their din as Central Washington State College blanked Eastern 10-0. CWSC not only
won the game t:,ut the Evergreen championship as well.

G·olfers Meet
Golf coach Don Kallem has
set a meeting for all interested varsity golf candidates for
12:30 today in his office, room
200B In the Fieldhouse.

Turkey Shoot
Features L.u ck,
Skill Chances

Boxers Host Four
Area Clubs Here

Eastern's Amateur Athletic Union boxers will host their next
matches Nov. 26 against an array
of fighters from four area teams,
and Manager Fred Bozanich vows
his troops will be ready and rarin'
togo.
Morning Star Boys Ranch, to
whom the proceeds will be donated , Hillyard' s Youth Center, Sandpoint. Idaho and Dayton will all
send representatives to the matches, Bozanich confirmed . Brewster,
Washington might also send a
couple of boys again, said Bozanich.
Feature bout of the evening will
be a match between Eastern's John

Everyone is . invited to test
their skill and luck in the annual ROTC · Turkey Shoot Nov.
20-22 at the rifle range in Cadet
Hall. .
Major Donald Parman, assistant professor of military science,
said the jointly- sponsored t\ USA
and Rifle Team · event will-. be ConPhind .!lnd .J ..lilltr.!lril '.c J onnio ,i L
held daily from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. len.
Turkeys and hams will be
Allen is the Inland Empire lightawarded to the winners in the
heavyweight golden glove champskill and luck shoot competitions,
ion and owns a 24-2 record. One
Major Parman said·.
of his wins came against an inIndividuals with little or no
mate at Walla Walla with over
skill will compete in the luck
100 fights to bis credit.
shoot, he explained, and indiCopeland, 7-1 , will be giving his
viduals with marksmanship ability recently separated shoulder its
will compete in the skill shoot.
first real test in the match.
In the luck shoot, the contesRon Macki , a 6-3, 250 pound
tant pays a 50-cent entry fee and behemoth whom Bonzanich calls
then fires five rounds of ammo " meaner ' n nails" will be pitted
at a target composed of num- against a heavyweight from Daybered squares invisible at rifle
ton. Macki, a student at Eastern ,
range. Ten individuals will comreplaces Brian Breen , who apparpete at one time, the individual ently is out for the year after havwith the highes,t score meriting ., ing an operation on his shoulder.
a certificate for a ham or turMacki has been courted by Cankey.
adian Pro Football scouts. He sat
To prove the luck shoot is out Eastern's pigskin season this
strictly luck, Major Parman said,
year but is planning to turn out
one of the winners in last year's nex fall. .
Turkey Shoot was an 11-year-old
Bozanich has been whipping his
Cheney boy.
fighters into shape with a rigorCompetitors in the skill shoot
ous routine of sparring, calisthenwill fire at regulation targets unics and road work and looks for
der the rules of the luck shoot.
some good fights.

Admission will be $1.00 for the
general public, 75 cents for men
students, 50 cents for women students or $1.00 per couple.
Dec . 5 the Esqt..te Club will
send its boxers to Walla Walla for
matches with the penitentiary
pugs. A return bout will be scheduled here later.

DO YOU
TAKE .YOUR
SKIING
SERIOUSLY
. . - ,1,..J.--

.:r..L.- =:;:;:;';:::i91lG',

Crescent is for You
The most famous names in
skiing make their home at
The Cresent . . . Kneissel,
Lange, Skyr, Head, Meister,
Bogner, and many more. So,
if you take your skiing seriously . . . talk to us. The
Crescent Ski Shop is ready
for snow . . . ready to go.
Come see us .. _. and, THINK
SNOW!
SPORTING GOODS,
Downtown, Fourth Floor
Northtown, Lower Level

·THm
CRESCEN9'l:'i

::o~ '

Q/{lo,/J/oarz,

I
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· THIS NIGHT SHOT TAKEN BY JOE OAKLEY is the future masthead of the "Eastern ,A fter Hours" column. The one minute time-exposure was taken atop Showalter Hall. On
the left is Kennedy Library. The sparkling lights encompass the Halls of Science Build,ing, and Pearce and Dressler Halls are on the right.

AT

NEVADA

MARDI GRAS

AMS. AWS PARENTS WEEKEND·

NOV~ 16-17
Schedule
Saturday
9:00 - 12:00
12:00 .-

1 ;_00

Registration (SUB)
Lunch (Tawanka)

1:30 - 4:00 Football Game (Woodward)
4:30
6:00 Dinner (Tawanka)
6:30 - 1:00 Entertainme,nt (S~ B)
Sunday
9:00

12:00

Pancake Feed (SUB)

/

